Application Note

Highly efficient T cell manufacturing
process with reduced handling steps using
CellGenix® reagents in the G-Rex® system

The G-Rex® system offers an easy-to-use culture system where
the cells reside on highly gas permeable surfaces within large
media volumes. That way an extended nutrient delivery is ensured and allows to cultivate cells over 10 days or longer without
any media exchange or manipulation.
The common T cell culture medium used for G-Rex® culture by
many labs is cytotoxic T lymphocyte medium (CTL), which is a
mixture of Advanced RPMI and Click’s Medium supplemented
with 5 mM L-glutamine and 5–10 % human serum [1].
In order to achieve consistent results, human serum requires extensive testing prior the use for production of cellular products
due to lot-to-lot inconsistencies. Since human serum is a limited
resource and might not be available in large quantities it is
unfavorable for commercial scale manufacturing. Furthermore,
the human origin of serum poses a certain risk of containing
adventitious agents and therefore a risk to the safety of the
T cell therapy product.
CellGenix® T Cell Medium (CellGenix® TCM) offers a serum-free
and xeno-free alternative for rapid expansion of functional
human T cells. Due to stable glutamine in its formulation it is
ready-to-use for T cell culture without the need for supplementation with human serum or glutamine. In addition, using
CellGenix® TCM with CellGenix® IL-7 and IL-15 in the
G-Rex®6M system requires no additional cytokine feeds allowing
hands-free T cell culture over an 11-day period.

Methods
CD3+ T cells of 2 to 3 human donors were purified using a negative selection kit, as purified T cells lead to very reproducible
expansion results. CellGenix® IL-7 (10 ng/ml) and CellGenix®
IL-15 (10 ng/ml) were added to pre-warmed CellGenix® TCM and
filled into a G-Rex® vessel. T cells were polyclonally activated
using anti-CD3/anti-CD28-coupled magnetic beads in a 1:1
ratio and seeded into the pre-filled G-Rex® at a cell density of
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The manufacturing process of T cell products such as CAR T cells
needs to yield a sufficient number of cells with defined properties in a reasonable time frame. This application note shows that
enhanced T cell expansion along with the generation of an earlydifferentiated phenotype can be achieved using the G-Rex®
system with CellGenix® serum-free reagents.

5 × 105 CD3+ T cells/cm2. Cells were cultured for up to 14 days
without media change. For a detailed protocol please refer
to “Protocol for T cell expansion in CellGenix® TCM using
G-Rex®10M or G-Rex®6M” (access via QR code at the end of
this Application Note).
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Figure 1: Cell yield and viability after G-Rex® culture of T cells in
CellGenix® TCM
CD3+ T cells purified from human donors (n=3) were cultured as described
with CellGenix® TCM, CTL media incl. 5 % human serum 1, CellGenix® TCM
supplemented with 5 % human serum 1 or with 5 % human serum 2. Cell
yield and viability were determined by flow cytometry on day 11.

Results
T cell culture in CellGenix® TCM does not require serum
addition eliminating variability and risk factors.
CTL media including human serum and glutamine has been
widely used in culture of human T cells in the G-Rex® system.
In this study CTL incl. 5 % human serum 1 (AB serum, Sigma
Aldrich) was compared to CellGenix® TCM. CellGenix® TCM
achieved a higher cell yield than CTL incl. human serum 1 at
comparable cell viabilities (figure 1). Supplementing CellGenix®
TCM with human serum 1 resulted in minimally increased T cell
yield and viability, whereas human serum 2 dramatically decreased the T cell yield. This is remarkable as human serum 1
and 2 had equal performances when pre-tested in a multiwellplate assay (data not shown). This exemplifies the high degree
of serum variability across suppliers, lots and even across culture
systems.
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T cell culture in CellGenix® TCM
particularly supports expansion of
CD8+ but also of CD4+ T cells in the
G-Rex® system.
The ratio of CD4+ to CD8+ T cells typically
varies from 1.5 – 2.9 in human donors,
so CD8+ T cells constitute the minor
fraction in the donor material [2]. During
G-Rex® culture the proportion of CD8+
T cells increased in CellGenix® TCM,
as well as in CTL incl. human serum 1
(figure 2). While a similar increase of
CD8+ T cells was observed in CellGenix®
TCM supplemented with human serum 1,
CellGenix® TCM supplemented with
human serum 2 resulted in an outgrowth
of non-T cells (CD4–/CD8–) at the expense of CD4+ cells. This again highlights
the variabilities coming along with the
use of human serum in T cell manufacturing.
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Figure 2: Proportion of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells after culture in CellGenix® TCM
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CellGenix® TCM culture yields a T cell
product with a minimal proportion
of PD-1+ cells unlike media supplemented with human serum.
Programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1)
is one marker for T cell exhaustion. It has
been reported that PD-1 expression significantly increases upon T cell activation
and reverts to lower expression levels
during the expansion phase. It was
further shown that expression of PD-1
ligand, PD-L1, on tumor cells impaired
CAR T cell mediated killing [3]. G-Rex®
culture in CTL media incl. human serum
1 could lead to a T cell product with a
proportion of PD-1+ cells of more than
20 % on day 11 (figure 3). Culture in
CellGenix® TCM yielded much lower
proportions of PD-1+ T cells. Interestingly, supplementation of CellGenix®
TCM with any of the human sera increased the PD-1 proportion substantially. This suggests that a component
present in human serum promotes or
prolongs the expression of PD-1 in the
T cell product.
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On day 0 and on day 11 expression of CD4+ and CD8+ was determined by flow cytometry.
n=3, results of one representative donor are depicted.
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Figure 3: Proportion of exhausted T cells after culture in CellGenix® TCM
On day 11 of culture the expression of the exhaustion marker PD-1 was determined by flow cytometry.
n=3, results of one representative donor are depicted.
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CellGenix® TCM achieves superior cell yield compared to
other serum-free culture media.
The performance of CellGenix® TCM was evaluated in the
G-Rex® system in comparison to commercially available media
for serum-free T cell culture. CellGenix® TCM achieved superior
cell yield within the cultivation period (figure 4 A). The cell numbers remained stable in CellGenix® TCM past day 11, whereas
the cell viability slightly decreased below 90 % in cultures over
11 days (figure 4 B) suggesting an optimum of cell yield and
viability on day 10.
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Figure 5: Memory phenotype of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells after culture in
CellGenix® TCM
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CD3+ T cells from human donors (n=2) were cultivated as described. On day 11
expression of CD4, CD8, CD45RO and CD62L was determined by flow cytometry.
TSCM, stem cell memory T cell (CD45RO–/CD62L+); TCM, central memory T cells
(CD45RO+/CD62L+); TEM, effector memory T cells (CD45RO+/CD62L–); TEMRA,
terminally differentiated effector T cells (CD45RO–/CD62L–).

T cell manufacturing in G-Rex® using CellGenix® TCM
requires no cytokine feeds.
In the G-Rex® system cells reside on highly gas permeable
surfaces and therefore can be cultured in a large media volume
sufficient to support cells over many days. To investigate if constant cytokine supplementation is required, CellGenix® IL-7 and
IL-15 were added only at the beginning of the culture period or
additionally on day 2 and 4 of culture. On day 11 of culture
no significant differences in terms of expansion and viability
were observed between these two conditions (figure 6). This
suggests that CellGenix® IL-7 and IL-15 in combination with
CellGenix® TCM warrants a sufficient cytokine concentration to
support T cell culture over 11 days in the G-Rex® system.
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Figure 4: Cell yield and viability after G-Rex® culture of T cells in
CellGenix® TCM and commercially available T cell media
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CD3+ T cells purified from human donors (n=2) were cultivated as described
either in CellGenix® TCM or commercially available T cell media. On the indicated day a sample was collected and cells were labeled with 7-AAD. Cell
count and viability were determined by flow cytometry. Symbols indicate individual donors.
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CellGenix® TCM promotes an early-differentiated
phenotype.
T cell culture with a combination of IL-7 and IL-15 not only
yields superior expansion. It also yields T cells of a favorable
early-differentiated phenotype that express surface markers of
stem cell memory (TSCM) and central memory (TCM) T cells [1, 4].
Indeed, when expanded in CellGenix® TCM, more than 80 % of
the cells exhibited an early-differentiated phenotype with different distributions of TSCM / TCM in the CD4+ compared to the
CD8+ T cells (figure 5).
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Figure 6: Cell yield and viability after G-Rex® culture of T cells in
CellGenix® TCM
CD3+ T cells purified from human donors (n=3) were cultivated as described
in CellGenix® TCM supplemented with CellGenix® IL-7 and IL-15 (10 ng/ml).
After two and four days, 10 ng/ml of CellGenix® IL-7 and IL-15 were added
directly to each culture well or wells were left untreated. On day 11 cells were
harvested. A cell sample was labeled with 7-AAD and cell count and viability
were determined by flow cytometry.
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Summary
CellGenix® TCM supplemented with CellGenix® IL-7 and IL-15
promotes robust and enhanced expansion of human CD3+ T cells
with early-differentiated phenotypes. The use of CellGenix® TCM
requires no serum addition and therefore eliminates variability
and risk introduced by the use of human serum. Cultivating
T cells in CellGenix® TCM yields a product with a very low proportion of PD-1+ cells – unlike using media supplemented with
human serum.
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In contrast to conventional culture systems, culture of T cells in
the G-Rex® system using CellGenix® TCM with CellGenix® IL-7
and IL-15 eliminates the need to change media and refeed
cytokines over a culture period of 11 days. Using the G-Rex®
system with CellGenix® reagents therefore offers a highly efficient T cell production process with reduced handling steps.

Protocol for T cell expansion
in CellGenix® TCM using
G-Rex®10M or G-Rex®6M

CellGenix® T Cell
Medium – website
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CellGenix® T Cell Medium GMP-Prototype Serum-free Medium,
Xeno-free 500 ml bottle

24814-0500

CellGenix® rh IL-7 Preclinical

1410-050

CellGenix® rh IL-7 GMP

1013-050

CellGenix® rh IL-15 Preclinical

1410-050

CellGenix® rh IL-15 GMP

1013-050
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